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Abstract
The digital environment makes workflow support more important, as activities, content, and
communications are tied together on the network in various combinations. Think of the interesting mix of
social and functional capacities in an application like Strava, used by athletes to track activity and
connect with others. In a library or research environment this trend is also clear. Research practices, and
the support provided by libraries, publishers and others, provide an intriguing example, as workflows
produce, manage and consume content, enable collaboration, and tie devices together to get things done.
We are familiar with the historic role of the Institutional Repository, and libraries are now potentially
working with colleagues to provide research information management systems and research data
management capacity. This presentation will consider some of these issues, in the context of changing
research behaviors, metrics, the move to open, and other factors.

Comments
Lorcan coordinates strategic planning and oversees the Membership and Research Division at OCLC. He
has worked for library and educational organizations in Ireland, the UK, and the US. His influence on
national policy and library directions is widely recognized. In 2010 he received the National Federation of
Advanced Information Services' (NFAIS) highest award, The Miles Conrad Award. He is an honorary
Doctor of the Open University in the UK and has twice received an ALCTS Presidential Citation for his work
with OCLC colleagues. Lorcan began his career in public libraries in his native Dublin, Ireland. Before
moving to OCLC, he managed the UK higher education national investment in information services for
Jisc. He is a member of the Cambridge University Library Visiting Committee. Lorcan has a BA and MLIS
from University College Dublin.
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Introduction
Technology as artifact
Technology in practice/use

Cell Phone

Ad hoc
rendezvous

Microcoordination

Situational

Visual

Tying place
and network.
Maps

Tying place,
network and
image

Artifact:

A communication device.
Technology in practice/use:

Connecting identity, place and workflows
to reshape industries and behaviors.

Technology as artifact vs
Technology in practice …

A couple of library examples
Reference management
Institutional repository

Reference
management –
an example

By E.m.fields - fields.emmett@gmail.com - Own work,
CC BY 3.0,https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=5688429

Technology as artifact:

Provide and promote reference manager
products.
Technology in practice/use:

Support – and help shape - emerging
practices around citation management,
research workflow, research networking and profiles.

“

an ideology-driven rather than usercentered understanding of the problem
domain

“

In the long run, we envision a system that, first and
foremost, supports our faculty members' efforts to "do
their own work"—that is, to organize their resources,
do their writing, work with co-authors, and so on.
…We believe that if we support the research process
as a whole, and if faculty members find that the
product meets their needs and fits their way of work,
they will use it, and "naturally" put more of their work
into the IR.

Prestige … reputation economy

Blurring of workflow, outputs and identity

Prestige … reputation economy
The network favors scale

Rightscaling

Prestige … reputation economy
The network favors scale
The diversification of open access

OA: An evolving story?
sourced reputation management &
Long, long ago … • Academy:
dissemination with third party publishers

• Publishing: consolidated and commercialized
• Response: rise of OA (IR first wave)
• Response: New biz models. Diversification into research
workflows and research analytics

“Transformational”

• Multiple paths to no single destination
• High confusion of colors and metals
• Repository, APC, transformative deals, library
publishing (diamond), …
• Broader open agenda: open science, open
books, …

Mis-aligned
incentives
A market to do business in:
commercial publisher

A reputation economy:
scholar

A rational system to
be designed:
policy

Prestige … reputation economy
The network favors scale
The diversification of open access
Research behaviors increasingly digital
Compliance, reporting, ….

Learned to think about …
• Researcher workflows
• Scholarly incentives
• Web discoverability

Part of richer research support
• research data management,
• research information
management,
• profiling and so on.

Influenced by
• the future of Green Open Access,
• the relative role of institutional
and disciplinary repositories,
• policy and mandate environment
of national and funding agents
• Campus needs

A campus discussion
• Social interoperability
• Collaboration

Institutional repository interacts
with evolving behavioral and
organizational practices.

This:

Provide system to manage research outputs.
And this:

Cooperatively support - and help shape - emerging
practices around the complete research
life cycle, including discoverability and reputation
managment.
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Evolving research support

The
inside out
library

Supporting
the creative
process:
the emerging
scholarly
record

“Stakeholder interest in research support areas” by OCLC Research, from Social Interoperability in Research Support: Cross-campus Partnerships and the
University Research Enterprise (https://doi.org/10.25333/wyrd-n586), CC BY 4.0

“RIM Uses” by OCLC Research, from Research Information Management: Defining RIM and the Library’s Role
(doi.org/10.25333/C3NK88), CC BY 4.0

A
publisher’s
new job
description
Annette Thomas,
Then CEO of Macmillan
Publishers

http://www.against-the-grain.com/2012/11/a-publishers-new-job-description/

Her view is that publishers are
here to make the scientific
research process more
effective by helping them keep
up to date, find colleagues, plan
experiments, and then share
their results. After they have
published, the processes
continues with gaining a
reputation, obtaining funds,
finding collaborators, and even
finding a new job. What can we
as publishers do to address
some of scientists’ pain
points?

…

• “Research
reputation
industrial complex”
• Research graph,
research entities
• Research analytics
• Research workflow
• Content, publishing

Four Basic Sourcing Strategies
With Research Data Management examples

Build

Collaborate

Outsource

Interact with …
Peers
Public agencies
Non-profit organizations
Commercial enterprises
Direction of decreasing local engagement
Draft version from forthcoming OCLC Research report, Brian Lavoie

Refer

Supporting the STEM
enterprise
Multiple research workflows

To be effective requires high
social interoperability on
campus

Data/content produced,
managed and consumed by
workflows

Need to be critical and
purposeful about sourcing
workflows.

Multiple stakeholders,
diverse service providers,
and great variety across
disciplines and institutions.

How to be in the flow of
researcher work?
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